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one day symposium
Saturday 27 October 11am – 5pm registration from 10am
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The Chapter House Room, Gloucester Cathedral GL1 2LX
Join us for a stimulating day of keynote speakers with
ample opportunity for networking. We are delighted to be
presenting this day of discovery and debate in the glorious
setting of Gloucester Cathedral where the accompanying
exhibition is to be held.
Now, more than ever, we live in a climate where
diversification and the exchange of ideas across several
different disciplines is paramount; to survive creatively we
have to apply our skills broadly but with finesse and
personal signature. In keeping with the exhibition title:
The Architecture of Cloth, Colour and Space this
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All ticket prices include lunch and coffee/tea on arrival

Booking
Booking through Stroud International Textiles website,
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l The Architecture of Cloth, Colour & Space
Saturday 27 October – Monday 31 December 9am – 6pm
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Gloucester Cathedral, College Green GL1 2LX free admission

Ptolemy Mann

Anna Glasbrook

‘Weaving, designing, writing, consulting, creating works for

Somerset-based artist and designer Anna Glasbrook works

interiors and fashion, collaborating with architects,

with textiles to create ‘art for architecture’. Her bespoke

designers and other makers, Ptolemy Mann works across

installations using brightly coloured threads and materials

the spectrum of her field and beyond. All Ptolemy’s work is

push the boundaries of textiles to become vibrant three-

rooted in a rigorous appreciation of chromatic spectrums,

dimensional ‘drawings’ in space. Strongly influenced by

spatial awareness and the psychological impact of colour.

both the built and natural environment, details such as

Her work has a powerful impact on the viewer. By contrast

the rivulets on a beach, worn grooves in a stone wall or the

her subtle application of colour on a building facade brings

ends of a stack of cut timber are frequent starting points in

calm and integrity which calms the visitor.’

her work. Always pushing the boundaries of textiles, Anna

Philip Hughes Director Ruthin Art Centre

places the materials between two or more transparent
layers to create an infinite weaving in space designed to

Since graduating from Central Saint Martins and the Royal

entice you to investigate further and experience the colour,

College of Art in 1997, Ptolemy has established herself as

light and form. Her technique allows her to explore the

a unique creator of one-off, woven, architectural artworks.

space between the lines, rather than the line itself.

Her woven and printed textiles all explore a dynamic colour
palette, reminiscent of the Bauhaus school. Among the
weavers and artists she admires are Rothko, Joseph &
Anni Albers and the Bauhaus in general. Recent work
includes designs for John Lewis, Eloise Gray Collaborates,
Christopher Farr carpets. Daring, energetic, experimental,
she is forever searching for ways to push her work and
creative practice further. She remains at heart, a weaver,
‘rooted in tradition’, in her own words, yet possessed of a
sizzling contemporary aesthetic. ‘One off art pieces are still
the heart of what I do’ she says simply.

cover, right & far left: ptolemy mann
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Recently graduated from the Bath School of Art & Design,
Anna has had her work featured at the Chelsea Flower
Show, the opening ceremony of the Holbourne Museum in
Bath, and been nominated for the FX Design Awards
Breakthrough Talent of the Year 2011.
Sculptural installations capture colour and movement
and play with perspective and the perception of space.
‘Working in three-dimensions is exciting – allowing me to
express a combination of delicacy and strength.’
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Ptolemy Mann & Anna Glasbrook

left & right: anna glasbrook
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Visitor information is available
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from the cathedral website:

Presented by Stroud

gloucestercathedral.org.uk

International Textiles based

Access: there is disabled

in Stroud Gloucestershire, we

access within the cathedral.

are an arts organisation that

Parking: there is no parking

profiles leading and emerging

at the cathedral but there are

international, national and

several car parks in the city.

local contemporary crafts

Refreshment: The cathedral

and textiles. We organise two

has a cafe and also the city has

major exhibitions and linked

many excellent places to eat.

events a year called Select.

SIT
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As part of our spring Select in
There may be days when

May we also run two

access to some areas of the

weekends where craft and

Cathedral is restricted due to

textile artists and designer

services and other major

makers open their studios

events. For these and other

and hold exhibitions

closures please see

throughout the Stroud valleys.

gloucestercathedral.org.uk

This is called Select Trail.

There is no formal charge
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